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RESUHE

Les difficultés de gestion des populations de saumon en France résultent

d'un ensemble de conditions d'ordre historique (opposition du pouvoir central aux

pêcheries surtout depuis le milieu du 17è~e siècle), sociologique (prééminence de

la pêche à la ligne depuis environ un siècle) et écologique (politique restrictive

de protection de l'espèce et priorité au déversement de poissons élevés en pisci

cul ture) .

ABSTR.t"CT

The difficulties in the management of Atlantic salmon in France result

from a group of conditions of the follo~ing nature : historical (government oppo

sition to fisheries, chiefly since the ~iddle of the XVllth century), sociological

(preeminence of angling since about one century) and ecological (limitative policy

in species protection and priority given to stocking of hatchery-reared fish).

I. INTRODUCTION

If a truth is commonly recognized among French scientific and adminis

trative circles, it is indeed the great regression in salmon catches with regard

to the Ancien Regime (DUMAS et al., 1979 ; VIBERT, 1980). Taking up the argumen

tation evolved during the past century (P.~~TRE, 1894, p. 23), one ascribes this

strong decrease to institutional reasons. The 1789 Revolution, by giving free
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access to resources, would be at the origin of the dilapidation of this biological

patrimony. It should be noted that ~ETBOY (1968and 1980) contributed to spread

this idea out of France.

The always cited example of a past abundance is that of the Brittany

province (Breton coastal rivers and Lower Loire) which, under the Ancien Regime,

would have produced 4,000 tons of salmon per year, that is 1,000,000 individuals.

~ow information available at the beginning of the XVIII th century, in particular

a record of ail fishing places, allow to figure out catches at a maximum of 60,000

individuals. Besides, the study of the various decrees in relation with fishing

shows that the Revolution did not change anything in the exploitation conditions

of salmon. Fishing remained entirely free until the middle of the XIXth century,

its regulation taking place at different periods in the year according to depart

ments (THIBAULT and RAINELLI, 1980).

The present situation of Atlantic salmon lS characterized by the pre

eminence of angling in relation with a practically non-existent commercial fishing.

It is also underlined by a lack of fishery management and the vanishing of this

species from about twenty streams since one century (THIBAULT, 1980). This actual

state results from a group of economical and social factors which can only be

perceived in their historical frame.

II. SOCIO-ECONOMICAL FACTORS AT THE ORIGIN OF THE PRESENT SITUATION

In course of History, the exploitation of river resources has always

taken place in opposition with the other users of the stream, as many economical

interests were divergent. le also fics inca an institutional context characte

rized by conflictive relationships between Monarchy and the Nobility.

II.1 - Part of streams in the process of time

Streams, which are an appreciable source of energy, constitute an essen

tial means of communication, chiefly under the Ancien Regime. Indeed in a country

which is a gathering of provinces and seignories between which economical exchanges

are difficult owing to road conditions, large rivers and streams play a vital part.

This is true as weil in Brittany at the XVlth and XVllth centuries (CROIX, 1981)

as during the XVlllth century in areas crossed by the Dordogne river (COCULA

VAILLIERES, 1979). The importance of the Seine or Loire on a regional or national

level is weil known. If operating conditions on a river, such as floating (flot

tage à bûches perdues) ; rafting (flottage en train) or transport by boat are
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complementary, on the contrary there is an incompatibility between navigation

and fishing places. These last ones represent an obstacle to circulation and

even endanger bridges at the time of floods. Such is the case of Nantes for

instance.

The river which is the basis of economical exchanges is also a political

stake. Until the end of the XVth century, riparian lords secure and protect cir

culation and consequently levy a toll, but they also exploit fishing sites. In the

XVlth and XVllth centuries, the Monarchy reinforces its power and its primacy over

feudal power gets stronger.

A change in the river life is slowly beginning owing to the expansion of

communication means by land, but it is chiefly the advent of railways in the middle

of the XIXth century which is the turning point setting apart definitively Man from

river, as shown by COCULA-VAILLIERES (1979, p. 620) for the Dordogne.

II.2 - Difficulties in exploiting stream resources

Commercial fishing has been in jeopardy in course of centuries by reason

of economical requirements but also because of a priority granted to marine fis he

ries from the point of view of national defence. ~ore recently another conception of

river fishing, of a sportive type, has occurred.

II.2.1. - ~~l~~i~~~~ip~_~~~~~~~_~~~~ES~y_~~~_~~~ili~Y

There is a double reason for the unceasing fight of Monarchy against

"fisheries sites, under the Ancien Regime. On one hand it aims at the reconquest

of the royal estate seized by seignories and private people (TREMEMBERT, 1941).

On the other hand the part of rivers as navigational roads has been privileged ra

ther than their alimentary function. If streams have contributed to the transport

of food for populations, it has never been a priority in their utilization, just

an objective among others, as for Loire and Dordogne. Most of the time fish produc

tion appears as a secondary product.

The unceasing fight of Monarchy results in the recovery of property

of navigable rivers. The various regimes following after Monarchy do not at aIl

renounce this inheritance, since the Legislation under Revolution, consolidated

under the Empire, carries on the objectives of the Government representatives

since COLBERT (COC~LA-VAILLIERES, op. cit., p. 370-373). This recovery by the

State does nct mean an economic interest towards fish resources. The Government

always gave attention but to marine fishing, and this only in view of national

defence, COLBERT considering fisherman as a reserve of men for the Navy, from
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which the institution of seamen registered for service in this body (Inscrits

maritimes). This same frame of mind shows through in a letter sent ta NAPOLEON III

by the Minister DUCOS (cited by TREMEMBERT, 1941, p. 240).

II.2.2. - ~~E!_E!~Z~~_~Z_~Eg~~i~~!i~~~_~f_~~g!~E~

At the end of the XIXth century, a new type of fishermen appears, the

sport fishermen. For them, to catch salmon, this noble fish, lS a first rate hobby

intended for the Elite only. Its gratuitousness, the quality of the pleasure given

are opposed to the matter of fact and destroying behaviour of "Inscrits maritimes"

and other fishermen who get some profit from fishing. This elitist conception of

salmon fishing fits into the ideological context of this period. It is then that

appear concomittantly figures on the past abundance of salmon and diatribes against

the disastrous part played by Revolution through the free practice of fishing

rights (THIBAULT and RAINELLI, 1980, p. 65-66).

Associations of anglers ob tain modifications of fishing seasons (lea-

ding to reduce the fishing periods for professionals). They also obtain interdiction,

of fishing gear ln freshwater (case of "baros'! in Southwest of France Gaves,

DUNOUAN, 1925). or in estuaries (beginning of 1970s' in Brittany).

II.3 - Overexploitation : subject of concern for the species future

As part of this fight of Monarchy against fishing sites, a third reason

.is often evoked, it is the destruction of spawn and seeds by fishing nets with

too small meshes, which lead officers from the Eaux and Forêts Services to predict

the depletion and unstocking of rivers (COCULA-VAILLIERES, op. cit., p. 247).

Since an imperial decree taken on october 19, 1863, is isprohibited to fis

salmon in winter season (from october 20 to january 31) in all French streams, ln

freshwater. By regard for harmonization, a comparable decree is issued on next

october 24 by the Marine Minister for marine littoral zone and estuaries. The aim

of these interdictions was the care for public and common interests, the fight

against present and oncoming depletion and safeguarding of the future, as appears

from the citations made in support of this measure in letters from the Minister

of Public Works, from deputies and from the Prefect of the Loire department from

1863 ta 1876 (THIBAULT and RAlNELLI, 1980, p. 53).

ln spite of this measure (vorrles concerning river depletion go on at

the end of the XIXth century and during the XXth one. Catches qualified as exces-
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s,ve (VIRERT, 1973) are considered as responsible for the decrease in catches,

and even in stocks (DUMAS et al., op. cit.). Fishing in estuaries is particular

ly affected (ROULE, 1913). These various assertions have in common not to be

supported by any close demonstration, so obvious is the facto

III. CONCLUSIONS

Protective measures of species taken in the middle of the XIXth century

present a very incomplete character as they only concern catches and do not take

into consideration either stocks, or natural production areas. Their efficiency

appears most limited since salmon has aIl the same disappeared from twenty French

rivers since one century. One cao even wonder whether these measures have not

had pernicious effect.

Fundamentally salmon vanishing from some rivers can be attributed to

the indus trial and urban development of the country. The setting of dams with

clearing devices, together with the discharge of polluting effluents, have contri

buted to eliminate this species from some river areas, provoking a strong decrease

in wild juvenile production.

Often excessive assertions from anglers' representatives did not help

to clear up discussions or to set the real problems. Since on century, the whole

discussion has been centered on catches but without considering climatic conditions,

fishing techniques or even natural fluctuations. One has mainly criticized the "Ins

crits marit imes" poachers and professionnal s. In the logical line of reasoning based

on flows and not on stocks, river stocking is considered only by means of hatchery

reared juveniles.

Three elements have established the confusion concerning this salmon pro

blem since on century in France (catches only are taken into consideration, in a

restrictive way, hatchery-reared fry stocking 's thought to be the panacea, de

creasing potentialities of production in natural conditions are ignored). Now

B~~CHARD (1866) and others underline the importance of habitat for fish. In

1895, HENNE GUY proposed to take into consideration ecological characteristics of

fish to establish different fishing periods according to streams (cited by PAULZE

D'IVOY DE LA POYFE, 1901, p. 184). They were not heard.

At the expiration in 1980 of the 5 years French "Plan Saumon", it is

possible to wonder about the way stock management is contemplated nowadays.
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BLANCHARD's and HENNEGUY's observations and proposaIs are still of a topical inte

rest. Their adaptation to present conditions would probably allow a better exploi

tation of resources, but this supposes an evolution of the state of mind of respon

sible people, putting aside flows for a better consideration of stocks.
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